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Dave and Jamie Van Dixhorn had a dream. Avid 
enthusiasts of modern architecture, the Van 
Dixhorns had longed to escape the urban rat 

race for years, and frequently fantasized about building 
the home of their dreams in the country. But as a busy 
developer in downtown Chicago, Dave’s work delayed 
that dream for 15 years. However, three years ago 
the couple both took managerial positions at Kohler 
Company, maker of high-end plumbing fixtures, and 
had the opportunity to purchase land in the idyllic rural 
village of Kohler, WI.  

That’s when they had an idea.

What if they could not only build the home of their 
dreams, but also showcase their employer’s products 
and that of other premium home product manufac-
turers? This way, they could blend their personal and 
professional passions while simultaneously demon-
strating the very best in modern home living. Thus, the 
Woodland House project was born.

Dave and Jamie hired Osterhaus-McCarthy and 
Milwaukee-based Bruns Architecture to design a 
6,000-square-foot home to their specifications. As 
Dave likes to say, “The design blurs the lines between 
the natural beauty of the outdoors with the comforts 

Showcase Home 
Demonstrates Modern Elegance 

in Superior Comfort 



Strategy:
The Van Dixhorns approached Unico, Inc. about be-
coming a partner on the project and the manufacturer 
agreed. “The Unico System shares many of the same 
attributes as Kohler products,” states Unico market-
ing director, Scott Intagliata, “Craftsmanship design, 
high-quality construction and elegant aesthetics. The 
two products are naturally complimentary.”

Playing to their respective strengths, Dave, with his 
background in property development, took on the role 
of general contractor for the construction phase of the 
home. Jamie, as an amateur photographer and profes-
sional marketer at Kohler, took over interior design and 
promotional duties.

Dave interviewed a handful of local installing contrac-
tors and specified the types of heating, ventilation and 
cooling systems he and Jamie wanted for the house.  
After careful consideration, he chose Advanced Cus-
tom Geothermal (ACG) of Kiel, WI due to their expe-
rience with geothermal, radiant underfloor and small 
duct systems.

Results:
Working with Dave and Unico’s Design Services team, 

of modern living.” The two-story home features 6 
bedrooms, 8 bathrooms, floor-to-ceiling windows, a 
balance of indoor and outdoor living spaces, motorized 
retractable screens, environmentally responsible ma-
terials and, of course, top-of-the-line Kohler bath and 
kitchen fixtures and accessories.

Finding an indoor comfort system that would fulfill the 
Van Dixhorns’ specifications of sustainable, energy effi-
cient equipment that wouldn’t detract from the home’s 
elegant open-floor plan was a must. Wisconsin winters 
are pretty cold, with average low temperatures below 
freezing. The couple wanted the energy efficiency, 
comfort and minimal impact on aesthetics offered by a 
geothermal system partnered with an underfloor radiant 
heat system. Conversely, while Wisconsin summers 
are comparatively mild, high humidity becomes as 
much of a discomfort here as high heat does in other 
areas of the country. So, they needed to find the same 
features and benefits in their choice of cooling sys-
tem, too. Dave remembered The Unico System from 
a Chicago condominium project he had worked on 
and, impressed with the product’s ability to quietly and 
efficiently provide superior indoor comfort without the 
concessions to space required by conventional HVAC, 
the Van Dixhorns knew they’d found their answer. 

The Unico System’s discreet slotted 
outlets blend into the high walls of the 
Woodland House, complementing the 
home’s modern design.



ACG recommended four separate 3-ton Unico Sys-
tems that would satisfy the heat and cooling loads, 
provide an option to deliver fresh outside air, accom-
modate four separate zones and tie into the hydronic 
radiant floor heating systems. While the radiant floor 
systems provide the home’s main heat source, The 
Unico System provides supplemental heat on spring 
and fall days when instant heat is needed and firing up 
the radiant system would take too long and be ener-
gy-wasteful. “The Unico System is really great in those 
‘shoulder’ seasons,” says Dave, “It’s perfect for taking 
the chill out of the air in spring and fall and to instantly 
provide heat while the radiant system ramps up.”

“Obviously,” says Dave, “one of the chief benefits of 
The Unico System is its ability to fit into small, tight 
areas. “It’s amazing how little ‘real estate’ the system 
occupies and, of course, it’s a slick, well-designed sys-
tem, too.” Dave also noted that, in addition to the small 
size of system’s flexible supply tubing, Unico modular 
air handlers left plenty of unused space in the large 
mechanical area planned for the HVAC indoor compo-
nents.  “Because Unico takes up so little mechanical 
room space, we now have more storage.” 

To compliment the overall stylish, minimalist design of 
the home, Dave and Jamie chose The Unico System’s 
slotted outlets to deliver conditioned air to each of the 
rooms. These 1-inch x 8-inch openings are an alterna-
tive to the standard, round 2-inch inner diameter outlets 
and allow end-users and designers more freedom to 
include a central air system that virtually disappears 
within a home’s design. This elegant finished aesthetic 
- in addition to the system’s ability to provide draft-free, 
quiet comfort - is what makes the product so appealing 
to custom-designed and built homes like the Woodland 
House.

All finishes were completed in the spring of 2017 and 
Dave and Jamie have been happily living in the home 
with their three growing children since. Says Dave, “We 
just couldn’t be happier with the system’s performance, 
and the assistance the factory was able to provide us 
and the installer went above and beyond expectations.  
Unico is the leading edge in high efficiency indoor 
comfort, providing affordable energy costs and quiet, 
high-performance operation. It really is the only way to 
go for a house like ours.”

Unico matches the modern, open design of the living room.

The laundry room veatures a woodland view.



You’ll have to look 
closely to find The Unico 

System outlet in this 
picture of the kitchen.

The Woodland House expertly demonstrates the artfulness of 
The Unico System.

Benefits:
• Flexible design and installation 
• Quiet operation
• Even, draft-free temperatures
• Discreet supply outlets

Owner/General Contractor:
Dave & Jamie Van Dixhorn
www.922woodland.com

Architects:
Osterhaus-McCarthy, Chicago, IL
Bruns Architecture, Milwaukee, WI

HVAC Contractor:
Advanced Custom Geothermal, Kiel, WI

Modular Unkico System air handlers fit into such a small footprint that the utility 
room has space for extra storage.



Modern elegance and superior indoor comfort blend together in the Woodland House.

Unico slotted outlets match the sleek, linear design of the Woodland House kitchen.



Unico, Inc.
1120 Intagliata Drive
Arnold, MO 63010
+1 800 527 0896 
+1 314 481 9000
www.unicosystem.com

Unico, Inc. manufacturing plant and sub-assembly plant

Unico, Inc. is the leader in small duct heating and cooling systems and other high-end HVAC systems. The company 
manufactures all of its products in St. Louis, Missouri, with over 125,000 square feet of modern manufacturing space. 
The company is well known for extensive use in older, architecturally unique homes and buildings as well as elite, 
high-end custom homes. The company is family owned and operated and their products are available throughout the 
United States and Canada, and in over 28 countries around the world.
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Main level floor plans 
for the Woodland 
House in Kohler, WI 
were drawn up by 
the architects with 
specific input from 
Dave & Jamie Van 
Dixhorn.


